Abstract: High resolution satellite image sequences are multidimensional signals composed of spatiotemporal patterns associated to numerous and various phenomena. Bayesian methods have been previously proposed in [8] to code the information contained in satellite image sequences in a graph representation using Bayesian methods. Based on such a representation, this paper further presents a supervised learning methodology of semantics associated to spatio-temporal patterns occurring in satellite image sequences. It enables the recognition and the probabilistic retrieval of similar events. Indeed, graphs are attached to statistical models for spatio-temporal processes, which at their turn describe physical changes in the observed scene. Therefore, we adjust a parametric model evaluating similarity types between graph patterns in order to represent user-specific semantics attached to spatio-temporal phenomena. The learning step is performed by the incremental definition of similarity types via user-provided spatio-temporal pattern examples attached to positive or/and negative semantics. From these examples, probabilities are inferred using a Bayesian network and a Dirichlet model. This enables to links user interest to a specific similarity model between graph patterns. According to the current state of learning, semantic posterior probabilities are updated for all possible graph patterns so that similar spatio-temporal phenomena can be recognized and retrieved from the image sequence. Few experiments performed on a multi-spectral SPOT image sequence illustrate the proposed spatio-temporal recognition method. Mots-clés : Reconnaissance de forme, apprentissage supervisé, phénomènes spatio-temporels; similarité de graphes; réseaux bayésiens; modèle de Dirichlet
Introduction
During the last decades, the imaging satellite sensors have acquired huge quantities of data enabling the elaboration of satellite image sequences. However, our capability to store large volume of data has highly exceeded our capability to extract and interpret the relevant information. Therefore, satellite image sequences information learning systems are needed to bridge the semantic gap between information extracted from temporal and pictural multidimensional data, and user-specific interests. Indeed, satellite image sequences are complex objects possessing a rich information content. They contain numerous and various spatio-temporal structures. For example in rural scenes, one can observe the growth and the maturation of cultures, their harvests, evolutions of ploughland, river floods, etc. Near urban areas, car and plane occlusions are frequent but there are also evolving constructions, pollution phenomenon, etc.
Spatio-temporal analyses are useful to understand complex evolutions which concern various domains such as agriculture, forest monitoring, ecology, hydrology, urbanization, etc.
Experiments presented in this paper were performed using a satellite image sequence composed of SPOT multispectral images containing 2000x3000 pixels. The spatial resolution is 20 meters. The acquired scene is a rural area located in the East of Bucharest (Romania). The acquisition campaign was driven in order to provide remote sensing data for the Data Assimilation for Agro-Modeling (ADAM) project.
The sequence was obtained by daily acquisition and by filtering out images presenting a cloud or a snow cover above the project test sites. This selection procedure resulted in 38 images irregularly sampled in time, which were acquired over a period of 286 days. The images were then made superposable and a radiative transfer model was applied to produce reflectance measurements. The ADAM project satellite image sequence is available on-line [13] .
To exploit satellite image sequence information content, in previous work an information flow between satellite image sequences content and user interest has been established by modeling hierarchically the information content in satellite image sequences [8] . On the first levels of the hierarchical modeling, strong families of models are applied to extract information using inference based on Bayesian and entropic methods. This unsupervised modeling results in a graph representation coding the information content of satellite image sequences. More precisely, the modeling of the time-evolution of the distribution of features extracted at consecutive times from the image sequence has been proposed. The modeling has resulted in a set of cluster trajectories, possibly splitting and merging in time, which are grouped into a graph G.
Based on this objective graphical signal characterization, we focus in this paper on a very important step which is providing content-based query techniques : the interaction with the user and the flexible incorporation of user-specific interests. This constitutes the last level of the global hierarchical information modeling introduced in [8] . However, Bayesian learning of similarity between graph patterns which is the kernel of this last inference level is not presented in the latter article. Therefore, the aim of the present paper is to describe this learning methodology employing examples of spatio-temporal processes provided on-line by the user.
The goal of such an supervised learning procedure is the inference of similarity measurements between the spatio-temporal processes present in the image sequences, which can then enable the retrieval of phenom-ena in space and time. Indeed, spatio-temporal processes present in a given time and spatial window of the satellite image sequence can possess subjective user-specific semantics (e.g. harvests, wheat harvests or crop changes in general). A user may be interested in retrieving similar events and thus, may want to know when and where similar spatio-temporal patterns have occurred. An example of probabilistic retrieval of spatio-temporal patterns occurring in an image sequence according to a user semantic is given in Fig. 1 . Moreover, as graph patterns G k contained in G are stochastic models for these spatio-temporal patterns, they can also possess a user semantic. Therefore, we are interested in learning a semantic from a user in order to achieve a semantic labeling of graph patterns representing spatio-temporal patterns which enables the recognition and the probabilistic retrieval of similar spatio-temporal phenomena.
Until now, learning methods for satellite image sequences have been dedicated to the analysis and recognition of particular spatio-temporal phenomena in relation to applications such as change detection [4] , data assimilation for agriculture monitoring [10] or wind field extraction [7] . Although these techniques are efficient, together they represent a limited range of applications. Until now, only few methods mainly focusing on low resolution images regularly sampled in time [1] [12] [14] have been developed in order to adapt to a broader range of application. However, to access to the variety of information contained in high resolution satellite image sequences, collaborative and generic methods are needed.
In this paper we propose an original learning method responding to this problematic. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After a description of the global supervised semantic modeling procedure, we present the parametric model used for evaluating similarity between graph patterns. Then, we propose a Bayesian approach for learning the distribution of the similarity parameters based on a Dirichlet model and user-provided examples. The learning process yields to the estimation and the semantic labeling stages. Finally, after a section describing experimental results, a short summary concludes the discussion.
Bayesian modeling of user semantics
The inference of the graph G is a robust and unsupervised coding of satellite image sequences. Based on this objective signal characterization, we focus now on modeling by user-provided examples the semantics attached to spatio-temporal patterns in satellite image sequences. The proposed supervised learning approach is based on Bayesian networks [6] [9] . It aims in extending the learning system proposed in [11] to spatio-temporal features.
In order to define a model for a given user semantic A ν , we introduce a parametric similarity cost S Φ (G 0 , G k ) between the graph pattern G k and a reference graph pattern G 0 . Dynamic time warping schemes [3] constitute efficient approaches for evaluating graph pattern similarities. However, the extension of such a distance measurement to multidimensional graph features of heterogeneous nature is not obvious. A simple solution has been chosen here to deal with such multidimensional graph patterns. We build a parametrical model for similarity by extending the inexact graph matching algorithm proposed in [5] . In the introduced model, a parameter vector denoted by Φ weights the contribution of each type of graph features. This parametrical model will be detailed in section 3.
An intuitive assumption is that a given parameter vector corresponds to a particular similarity, which can formalize a given user semantic. Therefore, parameters can be tuned in order to represent a given user semantic. We will see in section 4, that parameters Φ of the similarity model and the reference graph G 0 can be estimated via an supervised learning process relying on user-provided examples. It is thus possible to link subjective elements A ν representing user semantics to graph patterns G k . In this perspective, we make the hypothesis that a parametric similarity cost S Φ (G 0 , G k ) constitutes a model M which is sufficient for describing the different semantics. And, introducing a normalization constant Z, we define simply the likelihood probability of the semantic A ν for each graph pattern G k as :
where Φ and G 0 are respectively a parameter vector and a reference graph, both estimated via learning with examples. For notation simplification, the conditioning of the likelihood by a model M is omitted in the following.
Based on these likelihood probabilities, using a Bayesian context enables the estimation of posterior probabilities p(A ν | G k ) and thus, allows a semantic representation of the satellite image sequences content. Indeed, considering that a user provides positive and negative examples, corresponding to a positive A ν and a negative ¬A ν semantic, two likelihood probabilities
can be derived for each graph patterns. Moreover, graph priors can be obtained using the formula
, where the summation is done over the positive A ν and negative ¬A ν semantics. Thus, assuming a uniform prior on the semantics, the posterior probabilities of the positive semantic are inferred using Bayes rule :
Thus, to achieve the posterior estimation, we need to define : (1) a parametric cost S b Φ ( G 0 , G k ) for graph pattern similarity to enable the evaluation of likelihood probabilities p(G k | A ν ) and p(G k | ¬A ν ), (2) a method for learning by examples the model parameters Φ and G 0 needed for the evaluation of the previous likelihood probabilities. These points are detailed in the two next sections.
Parametric model evaluating graph pattern similarity
The idea of inexact graph matching is to transform one of the graph patterns into the other one by assigning a cost to each vertex or edge addition/removal. However, graph patterns G k are specific multidimensional temporal features which characterize parts of the dynamic cluster trajectories. More precisely, they correspond to given classes of a multitemporal classification within a given temporal window.
The information is condensed in vertices and edges. A vertex is representing a multivariate Gaussian distribution related to a given spatial class at a given time. It is characterized by a pixel weight, Gaussian parameters and a divergence measurement which has been used for the trajectory reconstruction. An edge, representing the evolution of the cluster between two image samples, is characterized by a time sampling delay, a pixel flow, Gaussian parameter evolution and multitemporal intra-class changes quantified by mutual information 1 . Let us denote by {ζ l } the set of attributes related to a graph patterns.
Thus, the inexact graph matching algorithm is extended to a parametric distance model between graph patterns, weighting the different attribute contributions.
Denoting by ν 1 = {ν 1 i } and ν 2 = {ν 2 i } the vertex sets of graph patterns G 1 and G 2 , and denoting an extra set of vertices by λ = {λ i }, a mapping function F = {f } composed by a given combination of elementary mapping functions f : 1 For more details on the trajectory attributes please refer to [8] equal to
where ∆ l (.) represents a distance model which is either a difference for scalars or a similarity cost between probability density functions such as Kullbach-Leibler divergence. The graph patterns similarity is then defined, for a given vector parameter Φ, by finding the less expensive elementary mapping function combination over all possible mapping functions:
Denoting by S l (G 1 , G 2 ) the cost related to parameter φ l in the similarity function S Φ (G 1 , G 2 ), Eq. 4 is rewritten as
In order to estimate the minima, an optimization procedure is performed searching a minimum cost path in a tree containing all possible mapping functions configurations. Because, of the combinatorial explosion of configurations and real-time requirements, the tree is pruned during the search according to the current cost assigned to the branches. This optimization procedure is obviously sub-optimal for dense graph patterns with the potential drawback of yielding to local minima. Thus, the pruning approach constitutes an easy solution for matching simple graph patterns i.e. with few vertices and edges. However, we remark that optimization strategy based for example on graph-cuts [2] should be considered for more complex graph patterns.
Learning the similarity model parameters
In the previous section, we developed a similarity cost function between graph patterns which depends on a parameter vector Φ. The different components of this vector weight the different contributions related to graph attributes ζ l composing the global similarity cost S Φ (.). As it has already been mentioned, we make the assumption that a given parameter vector corresponds to a particular similarity which can formalize a semantic related to a user. But the manual tuning of the parameters in order to define a similarity specific to a semantic may represent a tedious task or even an impossible task for a user.
Therefore, a supervised learning procedure is needed to estimate the parameter vector Φ, enabling via similarity costs, the evaluation of semantic likelihoods p(G k | A ν ) and p(G k | ¬A ν ), which are then used for the inference of posterior probabilities p(A ν | G k ).
We detail in the following how the parameter distribution related to the positive semantic likelihood is learned by user-provided examples and how the parameter estimation process is performed. Parameters related to the negative semantic likelihood are obtained in a similar framework. Finally, learning result in the semantic labeling of the different graph patterns present in the satellite image sequence.
Multinomial models for discretized parameter distributions
The idea for the supervised estimation of the similarity model parameters according to a given semantic is the following : we consider a given reference graph pattern G 0 and an example provided by the user of a spatio-temporal phenomenon (i.e. a graph pattern G k ) which possesses a given semantic A ν ; then, the lower the partial cost S l (G 0 , G k ) related to the attribute ζ l , the more important the weight φ l . In other words, we make the assumption that the cost function S l (G 0 , G k ) related to the attribute ζ l is proportional to the opposite of the parameter value φ l :
Let us now take advantage of the previous proportionality assumption. First, to allow a comparison be- Thus, considering the user semantic A ν , the conditioned probability density function is defined for j = 1, ..., r by
2 The number of quantization level r should be sufficiently large in order to approximate a continuous distribution. This number r should also be chosen according to the number of examples provided by the user during the learning process. In this work, r was fixed to 1000.
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where ω = {ω 2 , ..., ω r } are the parameters of the multinomial model 3 and Λ(.) is an operator discretizing the normalized interval where the functions S l (G 0 , G k ) take their values, in r quantization levels
Furthermore, statistical independence is assumed on the parameter conditioned distribution in order to avoid the joint probability distribution estimation. Note that this assumption is necessary to reduce the model complexity and thus, allow the interactive learning which will be presented in the following. However, the validity of such an assumption depends on the nature of graph pattern attributes ζ l used in the similarity model. For example, pixel flows can be assumed independent from Gaussian parameters. On the contrary, mutual information is not necessary independent from pixel flows. Nevertheless, assuming the latter assumption valid, we obtain :
Supervised learning of multinomial distributions
For a given semantic A ν , we now move the discussion from assessing the probability p(φ l | A ν ) of each parameter φ l , to assessing the probability distribution p(ω | ξ) of parameters ω attached to the multinomial model, where ξ denotes a given level of knowledge. For the supervised evaluation of the occurrence probabilities (or the multinomial model parameters), we introduce the Dirichlet distribution as a conjugate prior. For a given level of knowledge ξ, this distribution depends on a vector of hyper-parameters α = {α 1 , ...., α r } and is expressed by
where α = r j=1 α j and α j > 0, ∀j ∈ [1, r] and where Γ(x) denotes the Gamma function.
The learning of a multinomial distribution (Eq. 7) uses for initialization, the Dirichlet function with all hyper-parameters α j equal to one which represents a uniform probability density function. The prior Dirichlet function is
After observing the instances {N (1) j } in a training dataset T (1) , according to Bayes rule, the posterior probability is
After observing another training dataset T (2) , which is assumed to be independent from T (1) we obtain the new posterior
= Dir(ω | α
where the new hyper-parameters were calculated by adding the number of times φ j l occurred in the training data set T (2) . Therefore, each observed set of data T (i) can be incorporated as an update of the hyper-parameters : α
Considering some training T with the associated hyper-parameter vector α, the estimation of p(φ j l | A ν , T ) is achieved using the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimator of the parameter ω j :
Finally, by using the independence assumption, we obtain p(Φ | A ν ) by making the product l p(φ l | A ν ).
Estimation and update of the similarity model parameters
After some training T , one can use the MMSE estimator to evaluate the parameter vector Φ of the similarity function. It is defined by
where E[.] is the expectation operator related to the probability distribution p(Φ | A ν ). We note that the multinomial distribution does not show a clear maximum because of the too few examples provided by the user compared to the large number r of values φ j l ; l = 1, ..., r. This justifies the use of the MMSE estimator rather than the maximum a posteriori estimator.
Using this parameter vector update, we perform a new evaluation of the similarity function. Therefore, according to Eq. 1, a semantic likelihood probability can be assigned to each graph pattern G k with this new estimate :
We choose to use a uniform distribution to initialize the parameter vector distribution.
Note that the latter probabilities are dependent of an estimated reference graph G 0 . Using Eq. 2, enables the evaluation of likelihood probabilities p(G k | A ν ) for each graph pattern G k . We thus obtain a new estimate for the reference graph pattern by selecting the one which maximizes the likelihood probability :
The first example provided by the user determines the initial reference graph pattern. It is then updated according to the previous equation after each learning iteration. The reference graph pattern related to the negative semantic is initialized and updated similarly.
Semantic labeling of graph patterns
In the previous sections, the learning of the positive and negative semantic likelihood probabilities has been detailed. Using the Bayesian semantic modeling of Eq. 2 yields to the update of posterior probabilities p(A ν | G k ) for each graph pattern G k after each examples of spatio-temporal phenomena provided 3 spectral reflectances extracted out of the image sequence in a spatial subset of 200x200 pixels.
phenomena, semantic labels. We consider that a phenomena possesses a semantic label A ν if the posterior probability exceeds a false alarm threshold chosen by the user. In the experiments carried out, we first focused on spectral features extracted out of the image sequence in a spatial subset of 200x200 pixels. We trained maturation semantics, specific to a field. As these phenomena occurred over a long time period, a time window of 12 samples was selected for training.
Experiments
With very few positive and negative examples, the supervised learning process enabled the retrieval of similar events with high posterior probabilities. The retrieved spatio-temporal structures are presented in figure 4 together with 3 significant image time samples. Note that, the crop evolutions of highest probabilities are maturation phenomena corresponding to the specific sought culture, whereas retrieved events with lower probabilities correspond to maturation of similar but slightly different cultures.
Experiments were then performed with spectral features extracted out of the image sequence in a spatial subset of 800x800 pixels. A search was launch to identify crops undergoing similar farming practices within 286 days of observations, that is to say the whole image sequence. We particularly focused on the wheat annual farming cycle : in autumn, crops are plowed and then sowed with wheat; the crop vegetates during winter and in spring the plants grow up to maturation; at the end of summer the wheat is finally harvested. We also identified pea farming : the evolution is characterized by the development of leaves and ramifications in spring, a flowering in the beginning of June and a harvest in August. Therefore, a single example of a crop of wheat or peas undergoing such a farming process was provided to the system for training.
Results are displayed in figure 5 . In order to understand why the greatest posterior probabilities have been attached to those structures, a careful inspection of the image sequence was performed. This labo- of the different user semantics. Nevertheless, learning semantics attached to numerous spatio-temporal phenomena coded with too dense graph patterns may be time-consuming and not respect real time requirements. Indeed, the combinatory explosion problem for matching vertices and edges is accentuated for dense graph patterns. Thus, our simple optimization algorithm may not reveal sufficiently accurate parameter minima and result in a weak learning. Thus, implementing a better optimization algorithm based for example on graph cuts is required for further experiments.
Conclusion and perspectives
This work is an attempt to solve the complex problem of recognizing various spatio-temporal phenomena in satellite image sequences. The proposed concept, developed in a Bayesian framework, models a user semantic by a parametric model evaluating the similarities of graph patterns. The latter code spatiotemporal phenomena. Discretized parameter distributions related to the similarity model are learned in a supervised way by updates of the parameters of multinomial models. The learning process is based on a Dirichlet model and user-provided examples related to positive and negative semantics.
Based on results on SPOT image sequence, the method appears to be a fast and relevant way to retrieve user-specific spatio-temporal patterns. The experiments have also revealed that the optimization algorithm used for evaluating graph pattern similarity constitutes a crucial issue for further developing the learning capabilities.
We believe that the learning concept we have presented constitutes a valuable tool in view of the numerous potential applications. Collecting ground truth data or available expert knowledge related to agriculture or other applications will be the next step towards the exhaustive assessment of the proposed spatio-temporal recognition approach. Moreover, such a supervised learning method can apply on multidimensional graph coding any data. Using this approach in other fields, such as molecular biology or telecommunication networks for the recognition of particular graph patterns, constitute a very interesting perspective.
